
    
    
      
        
          
            
              Pet Protection &
Lost Pet Services

              We help families keep their pets happy, healthy and home

              Learn more
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        North America’s largest lost pet database & microchip registry
30,000,000 pets registered!
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              Over 730,000 lost pets reunited with their grateful families, thanks to our lost pet database, microchip registry and DirectConnect services
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              We collaborate with over 5,000 shelters, rescues, clinics and partners to help care for and reunite pets if they go missing

            

          

        

        We are experts in reuniting families with their pets

      

      
        
          
            
              Register your pet’s microchip

              Register with 24Petwatch. There’s no cost, but so many benefits!

              When you create an account, you’re connecting your contact information to your pet’s microchip. So, if your pet ever goes missing and is found, we’ll be able to contact you.

              Register today
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              Pet Protection benefits for you and your pet

              You automatically receive standard benefits to help you protect and care for your pet, plus our help to find them in the event they go missing. You can also choose one of our enhanced care plans to get even more support for your pet’s wellbeing and protection.

              Learn more
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              Oh, no! Whiskers and Winston are lost!

              Spot these furry friends at each destination of their thrilling trek across US and Canada for a chance to win a $500 prize!

              Find Whiskers and Winston
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        Real life reunion stories

        
          
            Our nosey Rosey is an escape artist sometimes. Thanks to 24Petwatch, I was notified as soon as she was found and taken to the vet by a kind Samaritan. The peace of mind it gives my family to know she will be scanned by any veterinarian, shelter, rescue, or humane society if she ever decides to escape again. It is absolutely WORTH getting her microchipped. I'm so thankful.
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            Brewski and his brother dug a hole in the backyard and escaped around 9pm on July 5th. His brother was found within the hour, but Brewski was nowhere to be found. A kind person brought him to a nearby vet clinic to be scanned and luckily, he is microchipped so they were able to contact me right away. We are very grateful for the microchip and would definitely recommend to family and friends.
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              The safest and most advanced pet tag on the market

              Shop ByteTag
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        Check out our blog

        
          
            

          

        

      

    
    
  